19th Organic World Congress  9 - 11 November 2017  New Delhi, India
Workshop, organized by Organic Services, Gerald A. Herrmann
Date and Time: November 10, 2017; 12-1:20 pm
Let’s talk about integrity software for grower groups and small, local certifiers.
Face the challenges of data management and documentation of (internal) audit and
certification processes and discuss solutions.
Grower groups are organized smallholder producers. By banding together, smallholder farmers are
able to increase their economic power, providing evidence of the old adage that “together, we are
stronger”. In organizing, however, comes greater complexity. Implementing an Internal Control
System (ICS) to fulfil organic or any another certification market standards, such as Fair Trade, UTZ
or GLOBALG.A.P. and RSPO is a challenge. Data management and the documentation needed to
fulfil compliance requirements can easily become overwhelming, especially as the number of
members grows and when groups are certified to more than one standard, each of which has unique
requirements.
Same applies to small, local certifiers who shall be able to perform equal to their globally active
competitors. Meeting audit and reporting demands applied by accreditors can be a challenge.
Therefore, CBs – large and small – need tools to professionally manage data and the documentation
of their audit/ certification process from start to end in a transparent and efficient manner.
Topics of the workshop:
• The workshop aims to bring together representatives of smallholder groups, certifiers, traders as
well as representatives of regulatory bodies.
• Workshop participants are invited to discuss key challenges of implementing an ICS in Grower
Groups as well as the problems small, local certifiers are facing.
• Participants are invited to learn about two unique integrity tools tailormade for meeting the
challenges:
Group Integrity for Grower Groups; www.group-integrity.com
Ecert Basic for small, local certifiers; www.ecert-basic.com
Presentation and moderation: Gerald A. Herrmann (founding Managing Partner, Organic Services
GmbH), Germany; g.herrmann@organic-services.com; www.organic-services.com;

Organic Services is an international strategy and management consultancy, specializing in organic food,
sustainability and development matters. It is internationally known for its outstanding expertise for quality
management and software-based audit and traceability tools. Organic Services is run by its three founding
Directors: Frank Gerriets, Gerald A. Herrmann (a Past President of IFOAM), and Mildred Steidle, all well known
in the international organic sector. Organic Services has vast experience in project work and research conducted
in an interdisciplinary manner. Based in Tutzing, Germany, the consultancy draws on an extensive global
network of dedicated specialists.
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